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Abstract: Reflected light carries ample information about biochemical composition, tissue
architecture, and physiological condition of plants. Recent technical progress brought about
affordable imaging hyperspectrometers (IH) providing spatially resolved spectral data on plants.
The extraction of sensible information from hyperspectral reflectance images is difficult due to
inherent complexity of plant tissue and canopy optics, especially when recorded by IH under
ambient sunlight. We aimed at obtaining a deeper insight into plant optics as perceived by IH since
there is a high demand for algorithms for fruit harvesting and grading systems equipped with
computer vision and robotic systems capable of working in orchard. We report on the characteristic
changes in hyperspectral reflectance accompanying the accumulation of anthocyanins in healthy
fruit, pigment breakdown during sunscald and phytopathogen attacks. The measurements made
outdoors with a snapshot IH were compared with traditional “point” reflectance measured with a
conventional spectrophotometer under controlled illumination conditions. Most of the spectral
features and patterns of plant reflectance were evident in the IH-derived reflectance images. As a
step forward, a novel index for highlighting tissue damages on the background of the anthocyanin
absorption, BRI-M = (1/Rorange – 1/Rred + 1/RNIR), is suggested. Difficulties of the interpretation of fruit
hyperspectral reflectance images recorded in situ are discussed with possible implications for plant
physiology and precision horticulture practices.
Keywords: reflectance; hyperspectral imaging; pigments; damages; apple fruit

1. Introduction
Light reflected by plant carries ample information about its biochemical composition, tissue
architecture, and physiological condition. Developmental changes, acclimation to environmental
stresses and attacks of phytopathogens manifest themselves as specific changes in plant reflection
properties [1-5]. Extraction of sensible information from reflected signal is at the core of remote and
proximal sensing of vegetation but this information is difficult to extract due to inherent complexity
of plant optical properties [2]. During recent decades, many approaches have been developed to
obtain insights into diverse aspects of plant structure and function from multi- and hyperspectral
reflectance data [2-7]. It became clear that non-destructive assessment of plant phenotypic traits
requires a comprehensive understanding of plant tissue optical features and spectroscopy of
pigments in situ. General approach implies the analysis of variation in reflectance spectra arising in
response to changes in biochemical composition and plant tissue morphology to find spectral bands
and/or features of maximum sensitivity to the plant trait in question such as pigment content and/or
development of assorted disorders [8-12]. Still, recent studies mostly rely on the machine learning
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algorithms and the observed spectral features [13,14] are not always related to the underlying
biological processes such as changes in the plant tissue architecture and its biochemical composition.
Although overwhelming majority of plant tissue optics studies has been carried out on leaves
[15], here we employed apple fruit featuring highly resolved reflectance spectra due localization of
the bulk of pigments in a thin outer layer (so called “peel”) on highly reflective tissues with a low
pigment content (the “pulp”) [16,17]. There is a considerable body of evidence on the use of
reflectance spectroscopy for assessment of fruit condition in the literature [1,5,10,17]. Another reason
of using apple as a model is its vast practical importance as a major fruit crop. In practice, it takes a
lot of time and manual labor to sort out fruits with symptoms of damages and disorders having no
market value and unsuitable for storage. Attempts to apply optical reflectance spectroscopy for
assessment of fruit quality and their physiological state have been undertaken for decades, but the
key achievements belong mostly to the field of postharvest processes e.g. grading, sorting, storing of
fruit (see [1,18] and references therein). The progress in the pre-harvest non-invasive assessment is
still modest although remarkable exceptions exist [5].
Current understanding of plant spectroscopy stems mostly from the “point-based”
measurements with conventional spectroradiometers and spectrophotometers [18]. Recent technical
progress brought about affordable imaging hyperspectrometers (IH) providing spatially resolved
spectral information on plants at different scales, from plant organs (leaves and fruits) to individual
plants and ecosystems [5,19]. Still, the extraction of sensible information from hyperspectral
reflectance images (HRI) might be difficult due to inherent complexity of plant tissue and canopylevel optics [1]. These problems are exacerbated when the reflectance images are acquired outdoors
under ambient sunlight. There were also doubts that IH can be helpful for monitoring ecophysiological responses even under controlled conditions [20]. These uncertainties and limitations
stem particularly from insufficient understanding of the relationships between biochemistry and
architecture features of plant tissues and their measured optical properties [21]. Solving these
problems are central to confident interpretation of reflectance images, development of computer
vision and robotic systems for automated fruit harvesting and grading capable of working in orchard
[5,18].
Here, we report on the characteristic changes in reflectance spectra accompanying stress
acclimation of and damages to apple fruit documented with an IH. Special attention was paid to the
changes of the reflectance patterns and features accompanying transformation of pigments during
accumulation of anthocyanins, pigment breakdown during photooxidative damage (sunscald) and
cell necrosis after a phytopathogen attacks. Striving for greater confidence of interpretation of the
HRI recorded in situ, we compared features of reflectance comprising HRI with those from reflectance
spectra measured with a conventional spectrophotometer under laboratory conditions, wet
biochemical analyses, and microscopic observations. Collectively, the approaches developed for the
analysis of the “point-based” reflectance spectra yielded sound results also for reflectance spectra
extracted from HRI recorded under ambient illumination outdoors.
2. Results
For this study, fruits bearing no visual symptoms of damage were selected (Figure S1) as well
as fruit affected to a different extent by physiological disorders commonly encountered in orchards
(sunburn and sunscald) and phytopathogen lesions (lesions, cell necroses, and cracks from apple
scab, Venturia inaequalis) (Figure S2). We obtained the hyperspectral reflectance features of healthy
and damaged apple fruit traceable to the characteristic features of fruit visual appearance and
morphology. Towards this end, the same fruits were used for recording the HRI under ambient
conditions and for conventional point-based spectral reflectance measurements.
2.1. Visual appearance and microscopic observation of healthy apple fruit tissue and damages
The studied fruits of apple, Malus × domestica Borkh displayed typical anatomy features of apple
fruit (Figure 1a, b).
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Figure 1. Anatomy and morphology of healthy (a-b) green (a) and red (b) apple fruit as well as fruit
affected by (c) moderate sunscald and (d) severe cell necrosis due to scab. 1—cuticle, 2—epiderm, 3—
pigment-enriched compact “peel” (outer mesocarp), 4—highly reflective “pulp” (inner mesocarp).
Scale bar: 50 µm.

The fruit is covered by cuticle, the first structure of plant surface which interacts with
environmental factors including solar radiation. It is a multi-layer lipophilic membrane composed by
a matrix of cutin, a polymer of di- and trihydroxy fatty acids, encrusted by intracuticular waxes and
covered with crystals of epicuticular waxes [22,23]. The cuticle limits transpiration, hinders
phytophathogen attacks, reflects a considerable portion of incident radiation and attenuates the part
of radiation entering the interior of the fruit [15], mostly due to phenolic compounds localized in the
waxy layer and/or co-polymerized with cutin [16,23,24].
Below the cuticle and a single layer of epidermal cells, there were several layers of relatively
small cells harboring the bulk of chloroplasts and hence fruit pigments—chlorophylls (Chl) and
carotenoids (Car) as well as anthocyanins (AnC) and colorless UV-absorbing phenolics in the cell
vacuoles (Figure 1). Most of the fleshy part of the apple fruit is constituted by the parenchymatous
tissue composed by large cells. It has a low pigment content but incorporates numerous spaces
between its cells and numerous interfaces, therefore this tissue is highly reflective [16].
Physiological diseases of various nature exemplified by sunscald [25] as well as by attacks of
phytopathogens e.g. apple scab (Venturia inaequalis) induce breakdown of pigments apparent as
gradual discoloration of the apple tissues (Fig. 2E), a considerable part of fruit crop is lost annually
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as a result [26]. The extent of sunscald development is strongly dependent on cultivar, climatic
conditions and agricultural practices employed [27]. The disruption of cell compartments triggers the
oxidation of the vacuolar phenols by polyphenol oxidase resulting in the formation of polymeric
melanin-like pigment(s) production [28] manifested by progressive browning of the fruit tissues. On
the fruit tissues section, browning was evident as cell necroses and compact dark inclusions filling
the protoplast of the affected cells (Figure 1c, d).
2.2. Characteristic features of healthy apple fruit reflectance
Representative visible-NIR (Vis-NIR) reflectance spectra of apple fruit taken with a conventional
spectrophotometer and those extracted from the HRI are shown in Figure 2. A common feature of
apple fruit is a high reflectance in the near infra-red (NIR) exerting moderate variation (75–85 % in
the range 750-800 nm). A characteristic feature of the fruit bearing no visual symptoms of damages
was almost flat reflectance spectrum in the NIR (720-850 nm). Notably, variation of incident flux of
solar radiation is unavoidable in the measurements under ambient conditions hence the increased
variation in the NIR region of the formally calculated reflectance spectra whose values occasionally
exceeded unity in this range (see e.g. curves 4 in Figures 2a, b).
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Figure 2. Reflectance spectra of (a) healthy green; (b) healthy red, and (c) damaged brown apple fruit
surface. Spectra measured by conventional spectrophotometer are shown (line graphs, curves 1–3)
together with those extracted from hyperspectral reflectance images recorded at ambient illumination
(symbols, curves 4–6). For the details on pigment contents, see Table S1.

In the visible range, the spectral features attributable to the absorption by Chl, Car, and (in redcolored fruit) AnC were evident in the spectra of apple fruit (for detailed description of the reflectance
spectral features of apples, see [16,17]). In the red part of the visible region, broad bands of Chl a (the
pronounced minimum near 678 nm) and Chl b absorption (a shoulder near 650 nm) were evident in
fruits regardless of their color (Figure 2a). In the blue-green part of the visible region of the spectrum
apple fruit reflectance was low due to combined absorption of Chl, Car, and, in red-colored fruit,
AnC (Figure 2a, b). Accumulation of AnC manifested itself as a characteristic shoulder near 550 nm
in the case of AnC-containing red-colored fruits (Figure 2b). An increase in the intensity of the red
coloration (and corresponding AnC content) was accompanied by a decline of reflectance in the range
675–400 nm resulting in a shift of the green edge position toward longer wavelengths and a
progressive broadening of the reflectance minimum attributable to AnC. In the short-wave part of
the Vis range, a decline in reflectance due to the tailing contribution of phenolic compounds
possessing the main absorbance peaks in UV [16] was occasionally observed.
Notably, a fundamental feature of plant reflectance previously described for numerous plant
species, the close correlation of reflectance values at 550 nm and 700 nm was evident in the spectra of
yellow-green fruits lacking AnC [17,29], (r2 = 0.95, Figure 3b) regardless of Chl content. In AnCcontaining healthy red apple fruit reflectance at 550 nm, R550 was considerably lower compared to

800
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that at 700 nm, R700. As a result of AnC absorption, a strong correlation of R550 and R700 was lost in red
fruit (Figure 3b).
2.3. Reflectance spectral signature of damaged apple fruit tissues
In this work, the reflectance spectra of the apple fruits damaged by a physiological disorder
(sunscald) and a phytopathogen attack (apple scab) have been acquired using a conventional
spectrophotometer (Figure 2c, curves 1–3). These spectra were compared with those taken with an
imaging spectrometer (Figure 2c, curves 4–6). Both types of spectra possessed similar features, they
also displayed a spectral signature evident of browning pigment accumulation recorded in apples
affected by sunburn and superficial scald [26]. The development of damage symptoms visually
apparent as discoloration and brown patches on the fruit surface brought about dramatic changes in
reflectance spectra (Figures 2c and 3a). As damage progressed, reflectance of the affected fruit
decreased in the whole spectral range studied (400–1000 nm) and the spectral features of Chl (in the
band 620-700 nm) and Car (a sharp increase in reflectance near 500 nm) were flattened out regardless
of AnC presence. A considerable decrease of reflectance occurred in the NIR, more pronounced at
shorter-wavelength part of the NIR. However, the largest variation in reflectance recorded in
presence of AnC occurred in the range 600–650 nm (Figure 3a). Overall, an increase of reflectance
variation in the NIR and in the green-to-orange regions of the spectra are characteristic features of
the disorders accompanied by browning [26,30]. Another important feature of reflectance changes
during the development of browning was a low variation of reflectance coefficients in the band of
long-wave Chl absorption maximum centered at 678 nm and in the region of strong combined
absorption of all pigment in the blue-green region (400–500 nm; see Figure 3a).
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Figure 3. Signature analysis of hyperspectral reflectance changes accompanying the development of
browning in the apple fruit (cv. Ligol) affected by sunscald. (a) Representative spectra of reflectance
obtained with the SPECIM IQ IH (left scale) and their standard deviation (symbols, right scale). Inset:
the image of the fruit using for the measurements and the points where the spectra were extracted
from the corresponding HRI; (b) Disturbance of the strong correlation of R550–1 and R700–1 typical of
healthy fruit in case of red fruit (magenta symbols) and fruits affected by browning (closed triangles)

2.4. Spectral indices for the processing of hyperspectral reflectance images
To develop a sensitive optical indicator of plant damages accompanied for browning, it was
necessary to select the spectral bands exhibiting (i) a high sensitivity to browning, and (ii) a minimal
sensitivity to browning, but sensitive to contributions by Chl and Car. As it follows from the analysis
of the reflectance spectra presented above, RNIR and R640 exhibited a high sensitivity to browning
development. Therefore, we suggested R640–1 and R800–1 as the terms sensitive to accumulation of
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browning and R678–1 as a term minimally sensitive to browning but sensitive to Chl content in apple
[17]. Subtracting R678–1 from the sum (R640–1 + R800–1) allowed to construct an index that was sensitive to
browning and was minimally sensitive to variation of Chl and Car contents. Reflectance at 800 nm,
which exhibits low variation in healthy fruits but decreases significantly in the course of browning
(Figures 2 and 3) was introduced as a term, increasing its sensitivity to browning. Finally, the
modified browning reflectance index (mBRI) was suggested in the form:
mBRI = (R640–1 + R800–1) – R678–1,

(1)

Healthy fruits exhibited a low mBRI (0.2-0.4) regardless of their Chl and AnC content whereas
in the fruit even slightly affected by sunscald a significant increase in mBRI took place even when the
fruit surface revealed no visually detectable symptoms of injury. Therefore, BRI could be used as a
sensitive and efficient tool for quantitative assessment of SS and other disorders accompanying by
browning as well as plant diseases affecting the close relationships between reflectances at 550 and
700 nm those are inherent in healthy apple fruit tissues. It should be noted, that the original index
BRI developed for browning damage assessment [26] was not applicable for red-colored apple fruit
since the presence of AnC in their peel causes a significant decrease of R550 interfering with the
browning pigment assessment. By contrast, the suggested mBRI index performed reasonably well
even in the case of AnC-containing fruit (Figures 4 and 5).
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Figure 4. Using the mBRI index for the detection of damages in the HRI images of Ligol apple fruit
obtained at ambient illumination. (a) Regions of apple fruit affected by (1) sunscald-induced
browning and (2) scab-induced necroses highlighted in the false-color images based on the calculated
values of the mBRI index. (b) A RGB images reconstructed from a HRI obtained in a commercial
orchard. Inset: the same scene, in masked false-color, reflecting the mBRI values revealing the onset
of sunscald-induced damages (arrows)
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Figure 5. Using the mBRI index for the detection of profound apple scab-induced damages in the HRI
images of unripe Ligol apple fruit and leaves obtained at ambient illumination. (a) The scene in RGB
composite color (as perceived by human eye and reconstructed from a HRI obtained in a commercial
orchard. (b) The same scene in false color representing the calculated values of the mBRI index. The
magenta-blue regions represent unaffected leaf and fruit area, the green-red areas are affected by the
scab-induced browning. The rectangles outline the damaged leaves (1), fruits (2) as well as a healthy
fruit (3) in a and b. Note the fruit damages (in the left) hardly visible on the RGB images due to
shading but readily discernible in the mBRI index image.

3. Discussion
Reflected light signal conveys a plethora of valuable information on the integrity and
physiological condition of plants including their pigment content and composition, photosynthetic
activity etc. [4] Thus, the chloroplasts of mature apple peel cells harboring the Chl a and b pigments
capable of photosynthesizing at a rate commensurate to that of leaves [31]. Carotenoids participate
in light harvesting and being powerful antioxidants are involved in photoprotection [32].
Anthocyanins responsible for red color of apples increase their consumer acceptance [33] serving also
for the protection against UV and excessive sun irradiation [34,35]. In the case of fruit, the information
about the fruit carried by the reflected light also translates into the perceived fruit quality
(appearance, ripeness, presence of damage) [1,18,21]. Non-destructive assessment of pigments in
plant in general as well as in apple fruit is complicated by overlapping light absorption by individual
pigments and non-linear relationship of reflectance vs. pigment content, especially in the bands of
strong absorption [2,17]. Dramatic changes in plant tissue architecture and biochemical composition
during fruit development and in response to environmental stimuli adds to this complexity [33,36].
In spite of these obstacles, efficient techniques of non-invasive assessment of fruit tissue condition
have been developed [18].
Visible-Near Infrared (Vis-NIR) spectroscopy is now a widespread tool emerged from the field
of remote sensing. Recent advancements in instrumentation and data analysis paved the way for the
advent of affordable HRI technology. In the past two decades, it has evolved into a powerful
noninvasive inspection tool; the scope of applications in postharvest quality and safety evaluation
using HRI has expanded tremendously [1,18]. Still, overwhelming majority of the studies on
application of Vis-NIR spectroscopy is focused on postharvest applications where the basics of the
spectroscopic and chemometric theory are established and a broad range of commercially available
instrumentation for packing lines is available [21]. However, the studies dedicated to the spectral
imaging of fruit in the field and interpretation of reflectance images of fruit recorded under ambient
conditions are much scarcer.
To bridge this gap, at least for the detection of damages associated with tissue browning, we
confronted the “point-based” reflectance spectra measured with a conventional spectrophotometer
with the HRI data acquired in the field. The comparative analysis has been focused on distinguishing
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the spectra of healthy fruit from those affected by physiological and phytopathogen-induced
damages. Our findings presented in this paper support the compatibility of the HRI data obtained in
the orchard under ambient illumination conditions using a portable IH with the fruit reflectance
measured under controlled conditions with bench-top double-beam spectrophotometers. The
uncertainties introduced by the variable ambient illumination were largely smoothed out by
introducing reflectances in the NIR as the terms for internal normalization into the vegetation indices.
This study highlighted the effects of unfavorable weather conditions (high solar light on the
background of elevated temperature) promoting the development of sunscald, a widespread
photooxidative damage accompanied by characteristic changes in tissue microstructure and optical
properties of the fruit [37-39]. The changes in fruit reflectance extracted from the HRI of the affected
fruit regions were in line with those documented previously with “point-based” reflectance
measurements and, generally, resembled the spectral changes during Chl and Car photobleaching by
strong light irradiation in leaves and fruits [25,40,41]. Briefly, in sunscald-affected fruit, a
simultaneous photodegradation of Car and Chl took place resulting in bleaching of the absorption
bands of these pigments. At the same time, there was a decline in the reflectance in the blue-violet
region of the spectrum related to the buildup of peel flavonols (mainly, rutin) in response to elevated
UV fluxes coming with elevated fluxes of incident solar radiation [42,43].
Importantly, these findings enabled us to employ patterns and relationships previously
documented for the point-based measurements of apple fruit reflectance to interpret the features of
the HRI obtained in the field. Thus, reciprocal reflectance coefficients were successfully used for the
construction of vegetation indices for leaf and fruit pigment assessment [9,17,44]. In healthy fruits,
reflectance in the red or Red Edge region of the spectrum, corrected to that in the NIR, is a proxy of
Chl content. In the fruits affected by browning, the spectral region sensitive to browning pigments
was shifted to the yellow-orange region where absorption of AnC and Chl is low but the absorption
of the browning pigments is significant. Since Chl contribute to R550 and even more to R600–650, this
contribution can be compensated for using reciprocal reflectance in the red, e.g R678 as it was done in
the mBRI index suggested in this study (Equation 1). The resulting index allowed to distinguish the
regions of fruit surface affected by sunscald and scab-induced necroses in HRI (Figures 4 and 5).
Previously we analyzed characteristic changes in fruit tissue reflectance accompanying the
development of diverse damages manifesting itself as tissue browning [26]. It was concluded at that
time that browning symptoms are hard to detect via reflectance in case of red-colored fruit containing
AnC pigments due to a considerable overlap of the absorption of the brown pigments and those of
AnC. In this work we found an approach to monitor damage-induced browning in red AnCcontaining fruit (Figures 4, 5). Employment of this index for a more quantitative assessment of the
degree of lesion will require its calibration vs. accepted in practice damage scores. Overall, the HRI
recorded with a shapshot IH under ambient illumination conditions captured the typical spectral
features discriminating healthy fruit from those affected by the physiological and fungal diseases in
sufficient detail.
4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Plant material
Fruit of apple (Malus × domestica Borkh.) (n = 50) cultivars “Golden Delicious” (green-colored),
“Ligol” and “Gala” (red-colored) were with or without symptoms of damage by sunscald or apple
scab were visually selected used. Fruit were grown either at an experimental orchard of Michurin
Federal Scientific Center (Michurinsk, Tambov region, Russia) or in the production orchard of the
“Sady Karachaevo-Cherkesii” fruit growing company (Karachay-Cherkess Republic, Russia).
Depending on the measurement type, the fruit were imaged while they attached to the tree or within
one hour after picking. For microscopic investigation and biochemical assays, the fruits were
transferred to the lab and studied within two hours from picking.
4.2. Pigment assay
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The assay of total Chl, Car, AnC, and Flv in an extract from apple sample zone used for
reflectance measurements was carried out essentially as described in [45]. Briefly, fruit peel disks
(total area of 3.8 cm2, thickness ca. 1 mm) were ground in chloroform–methanol (2:1, vol/vol) in the
presence of 100 mg MgO. After completion of extraction, homogenates were filtered through a presoaked with the chloroform–methanol mixture paper filter, and distilled water (1/5 of total extract
volume) was added. Then extracts were centrifuged at 3000 g for 10 min until phase separation. Total
Chl and Car concentrations were quantified spectrophotometrically in lower (chloroform) phase
using coefficients reported by Wellburn [46]. The upper (water–methanol) phase was used for assay
of total Flv, which were quantified spectrophotometrically using the band around 358 nm where Flv
exert the dominant contribution to the absorption and molar absorption coefficient ε 358 = 25.4 mM−1
cm−1 determined for rutin in 80% aqueous methanol. After determination of Flv the water–methanol
phase was acidified with HCl (final concentration of HCl = 0.1 %) and used for quantification of
anthocyanins by measuring absorbance at 530 nm absorption coefficient of 30 mM−1 cm−1 [47] was
accepted. Pigment content were expressed per unit fruit surface area.
4.3. Light microscopy
The light microphotographs of hand-made cross-sections of fruit peel samples were taken with
an Axioscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) microscope fitted with a MRC digital camera (Carl Zeiss,
Germany).
4.4. Spectral reflectance measurements
4.4.1. Reflectance spectra measurement with a conventional spectrophotometer
Diffuse reflectance spectra of apple fruit were recorded at 400-800 nm range with a Agilent Cary
Bio 300 (Agilent, USA) spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere attachment (internal
diameter 100 mm) against spectralon plate as a 100% reflectivity standard.
4.4 Hyperspectral reflectance imaging
The hyperspectral reflectance data-containing images were captured with a snapshot imaging
hyperspectrometer IQ (SPECIM, Finland). For each pixel of the hyperspectral image (512 × 512 pixels),
a reflectance spectrum (spectral range 400–1000 nm; spectral resolution 1 nm) was recorded against
a reflectivity standard made of Spectralon under ambient illumination.
5. Conclusions and outlook
Here, we confronted the patterns of spectral reflectance recorded with the established “pointbased” spectrophotometry under controlled illumination conditions with those acquired with a novel
imaging hyperspectrometer-based approach under ambient conditions in the field. Both approaches
provided sufficient detail on reflectance patterns characteristic of AnC accumulation, photooxidative
injury (sunscald), and cell necrosis after phytopathogen attacks. Particularly, the fundamental
correlation of reflectances at 550 nm and 700 nm (and loss thereof in the red and/or damaged fruit)
was discovered in the reflectance spectra extracted from HRI. Despite the difficulties of reflected
signal normalization under outdoor conditions, the spectral data originating from the HRI captured
in the field can be processed within the framework earlier developed for the analysis of the “pointbased” apple fruit spectra and, more generally, vegetation reflectance spectra [29,42]. The validity of
this approach is supported by the possibility to construct a modified browning reflectance index, BRIM. This index was suggested in form of BRI-M = (1/ROrange – 1/RRed + 1/RNIR) provided for a detection
of damages manifesting themselves as tissue browning on the hyperspectral images even in AnCcontaining red fruit. Our findings facilitate the extending the HRI-based proximal monitoring beyond
the postharvest technology domain further to industrial apple orchards complementing the modern
machine learning-based approaches. Still, more research is required to make it happen. On-tree
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ripeness assessment taking into account the inherent heterogeneity of fruit physiological condition
constitutes examples of hot problems that can be potentially solved using the HRI methodology.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1, Figure S1: Typical RGB
photos of the studied (a) red-colored “Gala” and (b) green-colored “Golden Delicious” healthy fruits on the trees
made with a viewfinder camera of the SPECIM IQ snapshot imaging hyperspectrometer, Figure S1: A typical
RGB image calculated from the HRI of the fruits with the regions unaffected and affected by the damages taken
under outdoors illumination conditions, Table S1: Average pigment content of the apple fruits studied in this
work.
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Supplementary figures

(a)

(b)

Figure S1. Typical RGB photos of the studied (a) red-colored “Gala” and (b) green-colored “Golden
Delicious” healthy fruits on the trees made with a viewfinder camera of the SPECIM IQ snapshot
imaging hyperspectrometer (see Methods). Note the 100% reflectivity standard above the trees.

Figure S2. A typical RGB image calculated from the HRI of the fruits with the regions unaffected and
affected by the damages taken under outdoors illumination conditions. The regions are marked for
the sampling of spectral data (for explanation, see text).

Table S1. Average pigment content of the apple fruit studied in this work.
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Pigment
group
Chlorophylls
Carotenoids
Anthocyanins
Flavonols

Healthy
green
11.4±0.51
2.9±0.3
0.3±0.1
39.1±5.2

Healthy
red
10.6±0.8
3.4±0.5
46±8.7
169±13.4
1

Fruit condition
Sunscald
(mild)
6.7±1.2
5.9±1.8
12±3.9
235±38.0

Averages ± STD (n = 15) are shown.

doi:10.20944/preprints202012.0438.v1

Sunscald
(severe)
1.5±0.8
3.8±2.1
5.3±0.4
25.6±4.8

Scabaffected
0.5±0.3
1.2±0.8
2.7±1.3
15±3.5

